NUMBER ONE COACHING TOOL
OF THE MONTH CLUB
HOW TO HAVE A RADICAL EVOLUTION
IN DEVELOPING PATIENCE with
YOURSELF and OTHERS!!!
First, thank you for creating the opportunity for yourself to have a
radical evolution in developing patience with yourself and others;
and thank you for the opportunity that you give me to make a
difference for you, which fulfills my life.
Second, here is my number one tool of the month. However, this
exercise only works if you complete it RIGOROUSLY and GENUINELY
all the way through.
To do this exercise, please use a notebook, notepad, or a note
application on your phone. You will want to have something you can
carry with you anywhere you go and is easy for YOU to use, so that
you can track your progress. For you to be able to obtain the
results of this exercise, it requires you to do it for 21 days.
1) Create a new page. Create 4 columns on your page. In the first
column, make a list of all of the things that you think require
your 'PATIENCE.' For example, maybe when one of your coworkers doesn’t complete a task in the time you think it should
be done in, or when you are stuck in traffic when you must be
somewhere on time. The key to this list is to look at the
moments when you feel impatient, and want yourself, others
or life to “move differently than it does.” Don‘t allow
yourself to stop with “I don’t let things bother me” or “I am a
patient person", those are superficial ways in which we TRICK
ourselves, or more rigorously; we let our Ego trick us to not
EVOLVE. I promise you that if you give yourself the opportunity
to really look, you will find there are things that you are
impatient about, even if they seem trivial.
2) In column 2, write down why this thing makes you impatient,
and the thoughts you have about that person, thing or
yourself. In the examples above, maybe you think your coworker should be working in a different way, or is simply not
giving it his or her all, or you can’t believe that people would
make such mindless driving errors during peak hours. Give
yourself some time to work through this. You will see why you
need it as we continue through the exercise.
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3) In column 3, write down how do you do the same things you are
criticizing. Keep looking for where YOU do that. In the
examples above, if I get impatient with my co-worker for moving
too slowly, I would look at all the places where I move
slowly. If I get impatient in traffic, I can compare their driving
to my own, and remember that sometimes I drive terribly.
4) In column 4, write down all the reasons why you did those
things in column 3 until you can really understand that you
had a really perfect logic to moving slowly or driving badly
when you did.
Then put yourself in those other person’s shoes. Maybe they have
even more justifiable logic than you had. Once you can actually
have some compassion and empathy for them, it is easy to generate
patience.
Patience is not something you can artificially create. That’s the
fake patience where we say “let me remember how much this person
is less than I am, and given their lesser capacity, the way they do
things is not as good as how I do them, and therefore I get impatient.”
When we look deeply enough, we can put ourselves in the shoes of
anyone, and see that in certain circumstances we would behave just
like they do, and thus there is no need to even generate patience. By
seeing yourself in the shoes of the other person, letting go of
judgment for the other person, and having compassion for that
person and compassion for yourself, your need for patience will
disappear.
If you take on these practices rigorously, and mindfully continue to
put yourself other people's shoes, you will find that your ability to
accept everything just as it is will maximize itself, and you will
evolve your soul a little. Thank you for the opportunity to create
this possible evolution with you.
Within 21 days, if you are rigorous, YOU will have a RADICAL
Evolution in developing patience with yourself and others. Share
with everyone you know the new results you are creating in your
life. By becoming someone who can develop patience, you can become
the new inspiration for everyone around you to be able to do that
for him or her self too!
What are all the insights that you got out of this exercise to
develop patience for others and yourself? Make sure you put what
you saw for yourself to work RIGHT NOW!!! Neuroscientists have
proven that if you do not act on an insight right away, it is lost to
you.
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Lastly, from me to you;
Next month: we will have an EXCITING tool on how alignment can
boost up your results RADICALLY!!! (not the kind of alignment that
you already know about…)
Thank you so much for taking the time and using my tools to create
some
impressive
results
in
your
life.
That
in
itself
contributes to me and allows me to fulfill on my life’s purpose,
which is to serve yours!
If you would take the time to email me back and give me your
feedback, it will make a tremendous difference for me and my
creating more and more things to serve what I love (outstanding
people up to big things like you)!!
Even though this is high quality work, it is still basic and not
interactive, nor customized. I always recommend having a coach. We
would be honored to have a conversation with you about how our
coaching can support you in any arena of your life if you are
interested.
Honored to be your partner in maximizing your potential,

Carolina Aramburo
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